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On the book of aphorisms “Clepsydra”, by Georgi Panov

Inner Mirror
In such occasions of appearance, very often I , too, as
an author, ask myself whether the intellectual level itself is
a sufﬁcient motive for a creative act and for a generalization,
which, among other things, understands uniﬁcation of other values articulated and precised in the process itself of the creation, or whether that process of creative interpretation represents a sum of more things, intergrated in the intergramme of
every individual, particularly.
In this case, which is the subject of my consideration
and evalution, the question is not only about the intellectual
dimension, but also about the creativeness which deﬁnes and
directs the author`s energy in a creative process emphasized
in a literary product. In other words, the autor, connecting the
intellectual capacity with the writing one, makes a mathematical
totality of a mature and of a diverse interpreter of conditions,
who is also prepared for other genre generalizations, especially
in the satire, anagram, grotesque, and why not in the artistic
prose!...
This conclusion of mine is also based on my intellectual
and creative capacity as an author with a long writing experience and, of course, on the basis of the consideration of his
ﬁrst book of aphorisms “Spiritual Aphorisms”, in which, by the
way, spontaneously and without an imposed aggressiveness he
annouced his offensive of a continuous determination in the
world of aphorisms.
If the aphorisms,are a special literary genre, which requires from the author a conciseness, a deep thought and a
philosophical articulation of the idea in the message, then I
agree completely that Georgi Panov, in the second manuscript
“Clepsydra”, with a visible ability, unites all his creative components in a connection of values which deserve a special attention and elaboration.
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This, because, from every word of this sympatethic
booklet are sprung up: a precise didactics,a sharp sensibility
and a mild irony, which can sting and make you laugh, but also
which critics some deﬁnite conditions of the society, which are
chronicles or incidental.His inner mirror, in which are refracted
many black and white worlds,gives an original picture of a twodimensional projection and of interpretations.
This time,the author directs his aphorismatic pen in
“Clepsydra” in two places: in the sphere of economy with all
its speciﬁcs, defaults and lacks in whose centre is the human
subject and in the second, the free theme in which he notices,
sees, caricatures and denies.
In fact in the two places, Georgi Panov is moderate,
sometimes vulgar and deeply traditional, without a thread on
the tongue, with a fresh distillation and without intrusion, which
make the aphorisms be readable, subtle and clear in thought,
whose endings generalize morals.
In fact, his aphorisms as a sharp sand clock, cantiously
determine the time and each one particularly and all of them
together make a logical whole, operationalized in the invisible or
less visible things which exist in every surrounding and in every
place.
Placed in the author`s laboratory of exprimenting, those
in appearance small things receive other dimensions, meanings
and seemy sides, because he makes amalgams and mixtures of
the valourized values from them.
Copmaring this booklet with the previous one of this
gifted author, one can notice a ﬁner and a more qualitative component in the sense of creative maturity and of comprehensoin
of the things about which he exprerses himself with a more
sophisticated expression and imagination.
In fact, refferd to this is the multitude of aphorisms,
placed between the cover pages of this booklet which during
its reading engages and doesn`t leave you indifferent because
each one stings tickles, makes everyone laugh and teaches and
ﬁnally enriches with a lot of pearls of wisdom.
Branko Bjadov
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CHAPTER-1
Sphere Economy
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****
Instead of using a needle and thread, you‛d better patch
the life‛s holes with your money.
****
Although, apparently, the sun is gratis, at the end we pay
it with our life.
****
The British cover the lack of the sun with gin and tea.
****
Everything else in the marriage, except the fucking, isn‛t
a biological process.
*****
The trade deﬁcit cant‛t be covered with hyperproduction
of watermelons.
****
Because of the high speciﬁc weight, the truth sinks most
quickly in every market economy.
****
How can we have a good trade exchange when our countries are with different intelligence.
****
The bad lover is always a good host and vice versa.
****
What matters democracy to an unemployed and economically enslaved intellectual?
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****
Both the lie and the ﬂowers join the protocoles faithfully. The intersting thing is only that: the more impressive
they are, the more artiﬁcial they are.
****
Interesting, the more secondary roads you discover, the
farther you are from the main road.
****
The currency reserves of the state increase in vain when
the national income per citizen (per capita) decreases.
****
One comes out of the circle of poverty hard because of
the strong stream.
****
When you are healthy, you avoid the sick. But, when you
are sick, you can‛t only avoid the hospitals.
****
The only proof of poverty of the poor is the empty pocket.
****
The ﬁrm proofs require a soft bed.
****
Each ﬁrm economy requires a soft inﬂation and vice
versa.
****
If you want to grow poor fast then start spending the
other people‛s money.
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****
Whenever you go to the end, a new beginning awaits for
you.
****
The faster you spend your words and time, the faster
you grow old.
****
In order to make Macedonian oasis of peace, the Albanians have decided to devastate it!
****
What‛s the use of such a body when she has an empty
head?
****
What an absurdity: the healthy gamble with the health,
while the sick die (cry) for it!
****
What they have, you don‛t have it. But, you possess that
they don‛t have and therefore they have subjugated you!
****
To those who have lost their memory, they have already
sung the song of the life.
****
The country throws the traitors of the people on the
surface!
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****
Those who are strong at the start can never make a ﬁnish with the others.
****
Why so many musicians when there are no soloist!
****
If Eva took Adam away from paradise, then he should
take her back marthyred.
****
The rows are only for the principled. All the others ignore them.
****
One swims hardest against the strong waves of the inﬂation!
****
The faster the technological process, the faster the
people‛s masses grow poor!
****
He gives councils in vain when he isn‛t smart enough for
himself!
****
As the snow melts, so the youth transforms itself into
senility!
****
That one who attaind a deep senility enjoys the death as
the cock does with the day-break!
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****
The less medicines the doctor prescribes, the longer the
life of the patient!
****
Why are you so mean with the smile and friendliness
when they are free of charge.
****
How many human sacriﬁces are necessary to overcome
the animal in the man!
****
If our politicians also ate millet like the birds, it would
be clearer to me why they so often took off and landed.
****
In life as well as in football the goals count, not the
chances.
****
When the money turns slowly in the economy and in the
banks, then the lies are overturned too fast among the
people.
****
Don‛t despair because of the poverty, but because of the
lack of perspective.
****
When you‛ve lost the hope, then the God raised hands
from you.
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****
When you‛ve missed a lot of chances, then don‛t expect a
good result of the match.
****
Don‛t challenge the fate on duel, because you have already in advance lost the luck of life.
****
The fortune and the misfortune shouldn‛t be invited in
life. They are apostles of the life and of the death.
****
When the wife can‛t “eat”from the pocket, then she
starts to “eat” the liver.
****
In life in the critical moments we usually call for help
those who bury us.
****
Only the unfaithful is ready to bury you from ”thankfulness” when you have saved his life.
****
Only those who can‛t live in peace, make war during all
their lives.
****
Those, whom the life has marginalized in the time of
peace, place themselves in the centre of the war.
****
When the lover has replaced the wife,look for the reason
for that with the latter.
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****
Unlike the negative spirit, which destroys, degrades and
ruins everything in front of it (in the end it ruins itself),
the positive spirit always creates, develops and is full of
initiative and admiration.
****
When those, who got used to change their partners fast,
satiated themselves apparently, then very quickly they
change them, too.
****
One can never realize good health, happiness and welfare
without an adequate balance of the perssonality between
the spiritual and material extremity.
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****
What maintained the Macedonian through the centuries?
Besides the strong faith, culture(the ﬁrst art of writing
and reading among the Slavs), the oruginal and rich folklore, the strong persistance and faith in the future, too.
****
The faster you make decisions,the slowlier you will arrive
at the aim.
****
The power is always in a right proportion with the interests of those who got (the power) and inversely proportional with the interests of the voters (the people).
****
That one, who didn‛t accomplish from any reason the
given vow, has already transferred it to his successors in
testimony.
****
As a new-born baby doesn‛t know when and where it will
come to the world, so we also don‛t know when and where
we will leave this world. And it is good that it is so.
****
When you live without money (on credit) health, and love
has abandoned you, it remains to you only to climb on the
wings of hope in order to be pulled out of the mud
(bottom).
****
Don‛t consider him as a friend the man to whom you have
told the truth, and he has not kept it.
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****
The woman, to whom you have told a secret and she has
not kept it, is not worthy to be your lover and vice versa.
****
If you haven‛t understood life as a yeast which constantly moves(develops), then it is late to pick up what ﬂew out
of it.
****
Be careful when people tap you on the shoulder! The intention is evident: they want to put you down on earth.
****
The good example is always stronger than the good word.
****
The simple fact is always stronger than the dimmed
words and fairy tales.
****
If someone emphasizes that he works in your defence,
this still doesen‛t mean that he will defend you.
****
The bureaucrat is the most productive when he doesn‛t
work at all.
****
The one,who intensively works, creates and makes something, has no time for talks.
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****
When the people could not in elections elect their true
representatives, then it remains to them only to “elect”
and suffer the politicians. (From two evils in the case,
the worse is chosen).
****
Don‛t try to deny what you have already said. It will be
more useful for you to pay attention always to the inexpressed thoughts and words.
****
In order to buy the youth at a unique price, it is necessary to sell the health and the wisdom at an adequate
price.
****
With the wise and reasonable man, the thought always
dominates and precedes the action.
****
If for a war condition a narrow state summit is needed,
then for the peace a wide people‛s basis is needed.
****
What an absurdity: While the poor has one wish-how to
survive poverty, the rich, besides many other wishes, has
the basic wish how to increase the fortune, but on the
burden of the poor.
The fast walk means a slow arrival at the aim.
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****
The mild smile and the friendly look disarm even the
sharpest look, as well as the coldest heart.
****
The stormy effusions are a distinction of the youth spirit
as is the gurgle a distinction of the young wine.
****
The majority is due to suffer so that the individual in the
capitalism enjoys.
****
Unlike the bee, the greedy, on his way to welfare and
fortune,sacriﬁces many people instead of himself.
****
The money as a strange power doesn‛t know anything
about the liberty in decision!
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****
The movement in circle means maintenance of a permanent relation with the centre!
****
She conquered him with obstinacy and jealousy towards
her comrade, but she enslaved herself.
****
The girl was even ready to suffer, yet she ﬁrst chose
her ﬁrst victim.
****
The seducers need neither an army nor weapons in order
to enslave a frivolous statesman or a commander-in chief.
****
The well measured punishment is sometimes better than
the best example.
****
Behind the unshakable will and persistance many hesitations and renouncements are hidden.
****
You can‛t at once become successful as well as the child
can‛t at once walk.
****
She was so beautiful, but not for long.Even the ugly began to make fun of her.
****
The splendour of glory was so powerful that it darkened
his face.
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****
When they separate you from the basis, be sure then
that the root will begin to dry.
****
With a dimmed reason it is impossible to achieve a clear
goal.
****
Both the vulgarity and the friendliness are the product
of the education, but only with the well educated and
cultural person they are an optimim mixture.
****
She took the last one not because of something else, but
because he was last in the row.
****
When you haven‛t used the elementary right to defence
against those who with weapons shoot in the democracy,
i.e. the Constitution, then that role has been left to the
people by you to take you off the scene on the next elections
****
Instead of using force-let‛s wisely share the prey, let‛s
try to be modern, and not primitive, the leaders of the
parties agreed and signed the frame agreement.
****
When they put you in the frame, then you can take a
“photograph”.
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****
Why when all the European constitutions are nationalwith the frame agreement they impose us a non-national
(non-Macedonian) Constitution? J sincerely doubt in
their intentions . If their intention had been good, they
would have done that with them.
****
And imagine, without having a referedum, they changed
the Constitution. What a ”school for democracy”?
****
It is absurd for a disloyal citizen of the state and of the
system if he appeals for his rights as a citizen!
****
In vain were the victims of heroes and the shed blood
through the history if you don‛t understand in the future
the freedom and the territorial integrity as a sacred
testimony, an obligation and a responsability for all the
generations of a people.
****
Before the Constitution and the laws, we should all be
the same, but economically we‛ll never be the same.
****
In life we should pay attention to those who ”represent”
themselves as angels they use all the arsenals and weapons of the devil.
****
It doesen‛t mean that all those who succeeded are with
qualitative professional personal characteristics, some of
them used also the quantitative and unprofessional ones.
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****
He used his closest because he calculated well that it is
more expensive to try with the more distant.

****
The true friend is not only invaluable, but also he never
says it and he always acts as a friend in order not to lose
the conﬁdence.
****
The ﬂu, unlike love, when you overcome it, you can forget
it! The two categories don‛t differ only in one featuresometimes they are deadly.
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****
When someone lied to you, he himself isn‛t aware that he
himself became prisoner of his lie.
****
The sick‛s only wish is to get well, the prisoner‛s is to get
free, the wise‛s is not only to know the wisdom, but also
to transfer it to the future generations.
****
The more the stupid tries to show his wisdom that he
learned, the more he emphasizes his stupidity!
****
With the success and the ambition is the same as with
the shadow. The more you pursue them, the more and the
faster they distance from you and vice versa.
****
Geese can‛t be hunted in the fog!
****
The immobile swallow most of the dust!
****
You don‛t know how long neither the senility nor the winter will last.
****
Even the most expensive medicine can become the cheapest, but only for those who have known it!
****
When the earth should stop to turn, this would of course
happen to us with the circulation of the money and of the
capital.
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****
The iron is most easily shaped when it attains the point
of incandensence.
****
When the blind should see in Macedonia he would surely
want it to happen in some other country.
****
He was in good relation with everybody except with his
people.
****
If he hadn‛t led a coward life, he surely wouldn‛t have
perished heroically.
****
He died as a man because he didn‛t want to be treated as
a statistic number any longer and to lead a prisoner‛s life.
****
He couldn‛t see how his proper people suffers, so he decided to shorten his pains.
****
Your life has only the useful value when it is in the hands
of others, and it lost all the other values automatically.
****
The one who got enough money in the life isn‛t aware that
he became a prisoner to the one who made it possible for
him.
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****
The lie is best sold when it is packed in the most qualitative way, and it crosses all the frontiers most eaily when
it is best masked.
****
No enemy can defeat you if you haven‛t previously given
up the victory!
****
The more you are open, the more you are submitted to
the outdoor inﬂuences.
****
The productivity of the prostitutes declines as soon as
they increase the price of the cost of the favour.
****
The domestic politicians are more expensive than the
imported ones because they have big ﬁxed expenses.
****
When the price of the labour goes down, the expenses of
life rise then and vice versa,
****
In order to be fucked by somebody, it is necessary that
somebody undresses you previously.
****
Although the devil has horns, he still uses his tail more
frequently.
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****
The women are similar to the leeches, But when you suck
your money, then you abandon you.
****
In the sex the skin trembles ﬁrst, then the mind, and in
the end your sight dims.
****
If the capital hadn‛t got enriched constantly, the capitalism would have been a past so far.
****
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Chapter-2
FREE THEME
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****
He passed a sentence to himself. He chose the home detention as the mildest punishement for his mistakes.
****
The politicians know well why they don‛t walk often among
the workers.They simply fear to become workers of
bunkruptcy procedure, too, unexpectedly!
****
A satiated dog can bite you, too, let alone a hungry people.
****
It is easy to the journalists in the country when hundreds of affairs take place in a day.
****
After you had been undressed to the skin,it is all the
same to you who will make you sit in his skirt.
****
If you yourselves don‛t please yourselves very often,
then why do you expect this from the others?
****
The judges keep the sword in their hands,but the rope
tied with a knot is in the hands of the lawyers.
****
The moment when you try to stop the time, the probability then of going in a direction which is opposed to the
movement of the hands of the clock is the biggest.
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****
The similarity between the young ”stallion” and the manager is evident; both are professionals in doing the duty.
****
The women and the camels are so similar (some of the
women even have their name) in the persistance and perseverance; their aim is always different.
****
We ask ourselves very often why the truth is so slow?
Because simply its legs are amputed!
****
The small decisions and resolutions are of the greatest
importance in life!
****
All those who think that they escaped from the truth
disuaded themselves ﬁnally in that when the lies abandoned them.
****
Everyone,who will try to escape from the nature and
from the love, only shortens his life!
****
As the contrasts atttract themselves,so the similarities
reject themseleves.
****
What an absurdity: he was the greatest atheist and he
wants us to believe him!
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****
When someone injured you deeply, then you shoot in vain
directly in his shallow mind!
****
He worked all his life painstakingly, lived in contraction
and he at last understood that he had to live in relaxation and to allow himself some pleasures.
****
With the money it is the same as with the remedies:when
once you become dependent, you can‛t do without them.
And the more you consume them, the faster you lose your
health!
****
Messrs Bishops, afterall Your blunders, do you expect
just from the Serbian Ortodox Church to recognize the
autonomy of Macedonian Orthodox Church?
****
Corrupted is that fortune that is built on the misfortune
of the others (of the other).
****
Instead of with modern motorways of a European rank,
the inhabitants of the Strumica Region still have the
most frequent connection with the world through the
Turkish cobble!
****
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